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EAST LAS VEGAS, NEWJEXICO, FRIDAY, MAY 5, 191 1

RESIGNATION
OF DIAZ IS

meat to receive or discuss the resig
nation of the president. Efforts were
being made to resume the con
ference of the peace commissioners
late thU afternoon to determine
whether a basis of agreement could
be effected despite the utimatum of
yesterday.
Denies Peace Agreement.

ASKED

Mexico City, May 5. Contradicting
the information of the war office last

BALDWIN

WORKS. SOLD?
Philadelphia, May 5. Great surprise
and': general interest have been o
casloned in financial and business cir
cles by the announcement that the
Baldwin Locomotive Works have been
sold to Drexel & Co, the bankers. The
purchase price has not been given
definitely., but report has it that more
than a hundred million dollars will
be involved in the deal. One of the
I
LEGISLATORS
ACCUSED
OHIO
ACCUSED DYNAMITERS CHARGED
many rumros has it that J. Plerpont
WILL FIGHT CHARGES OF
WITH MURDERING TWENTY-ONMorgan Is the man behind the scheme
BRIBERY
and that he and E. T. Stotesbury met
TIMES EMPLOYES
abroad and planned this coup to off- liRANll UIIU RY TAKF.N RFrFx'! set Charles M. Schwab, the steel king, EVIDENCE IS KEPT A SECRET
II
I llllbU IlkUtiUU who is said to have an
UIII111U
eye on the
Baldwin plant.
INVESTIGATION
WILL RESUME
ORTIE M'MANIGAL
CHIEF
MONDAY, WHEN NEW BILLS
BEFORE
LOS
ANGELES
MEXICAN FOURTH
OF JULY
ARE EXPECTED
GRAND
JURY
El Paso, Tex., May 6. The present
turbulent condition of affairs across
SEVERAL WOULD CONFESS the border did not Interfere greatly WERE NOT ARRAIGNED TODAY

INDICTED SOLONS

NINETEEN TRUE

ENTER PLEAS DF

DILLS AGAINST

NOT GUILTY

MNAMARAS

nesses besides McManlgaL
Among
them were employes and officials of
the Llewellyn Iron Works and Paul
Stuperlch, proprietor of a hotel at
Saulito, Calif., which the alleged dyn
amiter known as J. B. Bryce visited
prior to the wrecking of the newspa
per plant.
Another witness was Douglass Burrowes, one of the owners of the
launch Pastime, which, according- to
the detectives, was used to transport
the dynamite by the alleged consplra

AIRICANSIN
MEXICO ARE

-

IN PERIL

night, Ambroslo Figuerro, represent
ing the rebels In Guererro and More- ton.
said today that no agreement for
ULTIMATUM
BY FRANCISCO
I. los,
Stuperlch and Burrowes went into
peace had been made between him
WILSON
ADVISES
the jail, accompanied by the district AMBASSADOR
MADERO, JR., HALTS PEACE
and.Minister of War Cosio. The conSTATE DEPARTMENT OF IN- and a 'stenographer. Mrs
attorney
NEGOTIATIONS
,icreiitcs urns Tar, ne
states, were
fatuperich and her two daughters
ULtKABLE CONDITIONS
merely those of courtesy.
went with them. James McNamara
Senor
admits
his
that
Figuerro
COMMUNICATED TO CAPITAL
was taken before the party, and, it
campaign in tha states of Guerrero
is asserted, Stuperlch and his wife NAVAL FORCES TO THE RESCUE
and Morelos Is under the general di
and Burrowes all identified him as
PENDING ANSWER, CONFERENCE rection of Francisco I. Madero, who,
man they had known in Oakland EXPECTED
the
NEAR JUAREZ IS TEMPORAR
WARSHIPS AND MA.
he says, has instructed him by tele
and Saulito as James B. Bryce.
RINES
WILL BE DISPATCHED
graph to await the result of the
ILY SUSPENDED
Judge Bord well, who will probably
peace conference now In progress.
TO ACAPULCO
at tie trial of the McNamaras
preside
Clnco
de
which
is
of
one
Mayo,"
Considerable uneasiness among for- - PROSECUTING
RE
ATTORNEY
PROMPT
HEARING
called
the
editors
ACof
WILL
BE
and
newspapers
Mexico's chief national holidays. The
REFUSAL TO COMPLY CERTAIN eigners is noticeable. A new cause
CEIVES ANONYMOUS LETTER
CORDED PRISONERS SAYS
managers of the press associations REIGN OF ANARCHY
celebration commemorates the vic
of apprehension Is the reported im
IS FEARED
here into a conference. He said he
TO THIS EFFECT
DISTRICT ATTORNEY
tory of the republican army at Pue- FEDERAL REPRESENTATIVES AD pending assault by the rebels on Mon
was anxious that the prisoners should
bla, May 5, 1865, which event mark
terey and Saltillo, the capital of the
have a trial in which there should FAILURE OF PEACE
MIT REMOTENESS
NEGOTIA- OF A
5.
ed
the
SenO.,
State
Los
of
MexColumbus,
the
May
state of Coahulia, on the Mexican
Angeles, May 5. The nineteen not be
of
MAY
anything
TIONS
hinting
unfairness,
HAVE
FAVORABLE REPLY
TERRIBLE
indictments voted by the Los Aneele.
Northern railway, which would mean atore George K. Cetone, I. E. Huff- lean republic.
and asked their
RESULTS
county grand Jury late yesterday af
the cutting off of all communication man and L. R. Andrews, RepresentaEl Paso, Tex., May 5. The peace to the north, with the
ternoon against John J. McNamara
probability that tive8 A n
and D, Georce 3. THOUSANDS FOR RARE BOOKS and his brother.
MrVomnro
.Tampa
CALM ATTENDS HOLIDAY
negotiations between the Mexican railway traffic to the south might also..
Washington, May 5. Genuine alarm
New York, May 5. With
and Sergeant-at-Arm- s
Rodney J.
charging them with the mr,w
Mexico City, May 6. Sunday's calm is felt by administration officials for
Insurrectos and the Mexican govern be Interrupted. While few believe Nye,
DieSel- - of the Benate under
lndlct" nignt s session of tne Hoe library auc- - the twenty-onmen who lost their marked the anniversary of the battle
ment were suddenly suspended today that an assault on Mexico City woulJ
the safety of Americans in Mexico,
uon me total or receipts was brought Uvea October 1, last, in the exnlosion
ar- ment
of Puebla, which had been heralded
were
be
bethe
it
of
bribes,
soliciting
successful,
possibility
to await an answer from Mexico
P to within $46,000 of an even mil- - which
destroyed the Times offico as the date set for an attack on the especially in the vicinity of Acapulco
ing besieged is causing many foreign- - raigned today before Judge Kinkead uon uonars.
on the west coast.
i ne auction will end to- - were filed in Judge Bord well's court
City to the proposition submitted yes- ers to leave. A Ward line steamer
capital by the revolutionists and the
in tno criminai court and pleaded" not day- Conditions, described as intolerable
The
unon
evidence
which
today.
tho
I.
Francisco
Madero, Jr., which sailed from Vera Cruz
terday by
forced resignation of President Dia.
last
,,,
were today reported to the state deindictments are based will be kept
that President Diaz make public his uisiii
to
noon
there had been no indicaUp
many reiugees, most .i
partment by Ambassador Wilson. Tt
secret.
ror ween auer next.
Intention to resign. The federal rep- them women.
tion of disorder in any quarter.
is probable naval forces will be orThree
indictments against
Ortie
resentatives admit that they do not
Intimations that the knowledge
dered to Acapulco at once.
McManigal,
the alleged confessed
expect a favorable answer.
Prosecutor Turner and Attorney Gen
The state department
officials
Senor Oscar Baniff, one of the
dynamiter, charging him with hav
PRESIDENT TAFT
MTTRIDGE eral Hogan possess concerning bribe
plainly were worried by the disquiet
ing dynamited the Llewellyn Iron
in tihe negotiations, toid
Works in this city last Christmas
ing advices received from the Mexan Associated Prea representative
ry in the general assembly was limit
day, also were filed. It is understood
LAUDS MEDICAL CORPS ican ambassador, despite the fact
today that It was he who had con
DIES IN HE SOUTH ed to the few cases in which detec
that Mr. Wilson said the Mexican
that these charge the McNamaras
tives had posed as lobbyists, to trap
veyed to Madero assurances of PresiFORMER
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war department had sent urgent tele
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were
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complicity
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dent Diaz's intention to resign. He
legislators
BUT ONE TYPHOID CASE AMONG grams of instruction to the commandSPECTOR WAS SERVING SENplosion.
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ILLNESS WITH
declared that President Diaz, In a MONTH'S
ing officer at Acapulco to afford all
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McManigal was the principal wit
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conversation with him, had said he
Monday.
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possible protection to Americans.
ANTONIO
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Mexican voters who had elected him,
Springfield, Ills., May 5.
as the result of the report that
Wilson
5. President
May
Philadelphia,
such a mess of incriminating evidence Mccann, the Chicago police Inspector.
but that the moment he felt confitho jurymen assembled, they were Taft was the guest of honor at a two sons of Judge Melvln Goodman
Hot Springs, Ark., May 5. Former had been accumulated
a
fev
that
Mexident that the majority of the
United States Senator Albert Beard days were necessary to sort it out, late yesterday was pardoned from told to go quietly, one by one, so as reception given here last night by had been murdered by alleged revolucan people no lunger wanted him as,
the Joliet pfeiiitentlary by Governor not to attract attention, to a jury the Medical club of Philadelphia. The tionary bandits at their father' place,
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In an
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Mr. Wilson states also tha Ameri
the county jail In the regular grand ecutive, who had done most for the
Braniff explained that he had not month's illness with liver and kidney
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The
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made
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There Is no longer doubt that cer
room, dummy grand Jurymen advancement of medical science, and cans In Mexico City are becoming
been directed to relate the conversa- trouble. The body was taken today
jury
tain suspected legislators are ready the annals of the police departments were quartered while bailiffs mounted
tion to Madero, but that he had felt to
his two recommendations that a na alarmed and that the unrest is due In
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one of the most conscientious he was taken from his cell, and Dr. W. L. Redman, who presided.
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being
the senate for eight years, retiring been put in possession of some valu
thence escorted over the bridge leadPresident Taft referred In his ad
visited the Madero headquarters totwo years ago.
able leada to testimony through ano- stationed in the
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HANDSOME MEDAL SUFFRAGISTS

TOllllE CENTENARY EMPRESS EUGENIE

PRESENTED TU

PARTICIPATE IN

OF DR. DRAPER

CELEBRATES

CARNEGIE

BIG PARADE

OBSERVED

BIRTHDAY

HIGHEST HONOR
RED
4

.

ON

EVER

CONFER

INDIVIDUAL

NOTABLE
PLANNED
WOMEN

GROUP OF NATIONS

Washington, May 5. After having
been paid homage by many of tho
rulers of the world and by the people
of many nations, Andrew Carnegie to
day received what Is declared to be
the fiirst honor ever conferred upon
an individual by a group of nations.
In the presence of the president of
the United States, the diplomatic rep
resentatives of many countries, sea
ators, representatives,
judges and
s
other high officials, the
was
afternoon
this
philanthropist
presented with a gold medal voted by
conference held at
the
Buenos Ay res last summer.
The formal presentation was made
by John Barrett, chief of the International Bureau of American republics. The diplomatic representatives
of the various south and central
American republics embraced in the
conference delivered brief addresses
appropriate to the occasion. An in
scription which appears on one side
of the medal explains its importance.
It reads, "Benefactor to Humanity,"
On the reverse side of the medal is
engraved "The American Republics
to Andrew Carnegie."
world-famou-

'

US

A

BY

VEGAS MAN IS

IIONOREDjy

WOODMEN

MONTAGUE ELECTED ALTERNATE TO HEAD CAMP

Z. W.

AT BUFFALO

Santa Fe, N. M., May 5. After a
session of two days the first territorial camp of the Modern Woodmen of
America adjourned yesterday after h
two days' session, which was largely
attended by delegates from the various camps in New Mexico.
The next camp will meet at Roswell
in 1914. After a sipirted contest,
A. L. Gurley of Roswell was elected
delegate to the head camp which
meets at Buffa'o, N. Y., next month,
while Z. W. Montague of East Las
Vegas was elected alternate. A. G.
Whittier of Santa Fe won out for terD. W.
ritorial consul by one vote.
Vinson of Blida was elected territorial clerk.
The visiting Woodmen were royally
entertained by the people of Santa Fe
during their brief stay in the Ancient
City and on the closing day were
taken for an automobile tour of the
capital.

IS
CELEBRATION
MILITANT ,
OF NEW YORK
BY

Plans for the
May
great suffrage parade down Fifth
avenue tomorrow afternoon are all
completed. The promoters declare the
demonstration will execed anything
of the kind ever held in this country.
The evolution of woman from the
sedan chair days to the present ath
letic age will be shown In the pro
cession, with trades, and politics
brought In.
Leading the procession will be a
big banner carried by three young
women representing the organizations
having the pageant in charge, the
Woman Suffrage Party, the Woman's
Political Union, and the Collegiate
Suffrage League.
Following the leading banner will
come a fife and drum corps and Scottish pipers. The first part of the pro
cession will represent the early days
and the women of that time. Floats
will show women in the earlier home
industries, weaving and spinning,
which have now been taken from the
home and put into manufactories.
Women In industrial pursuits will
follow in squads, and next will be
women farmers, actresses,
artists,
musicians and writers. A woman's
band will march next, leading the
business women, social workers, women who drive their own motor cars,
aeronauts and explorers, and a woman balloon maker, who will carry
a balloon instead of a banner.
College women will march in caps
and gowns, and there will be women
ministers as well as women doctors,
and
lawyers, engineers, architects
teachers. There will also be a representation from the Men Equal Suffrage League and a delegation of
girl shirtwaist makers who will carry
a crimson banner draped with black.
As far as possible every one will
be on foot. A carriage however, will
be provided for the suffrage pioneers
women who attended the first suf
frage convention in the world, that
at Seneca Falls, N. Y., in 1848. In this
will be Mrs. Willis of Rochester,
Mrs. Greenleaf of the same city, Miss
Rhoda Palmer and Mrs. Antoinette
Brown Blackwell.
New York,

5.

OF P. TEMPLE DEDICATED
Spokane, Wash., May 4. The magnificient new temple of the Spokane
Knights of Pythias was formally de
dicated today with imposing cere
monies conducted in the presence of
large gathering of members of the
order. The most of the grand lodge
officers of the state of Washington
ere in attendance.
K.

A Spring Tonic
A Body Builder

EXERCISES

HELD

IN NEW YORK

UNIVERSITY, COMMEMORATING ANNIVERSARY

IN

AND ACTIVE

A large and
New York, May
London, May 5. The
Interested attendance witnessed the Eugenie, whom some writers are in
exercises held at New York Universi- the habit of speaking of as the most
ty this- afternoon in celebration of tragic figure in all modern history,
of the reached her 85th birthday anniversary
the centennial anniversary
birth of the late Dr. John William today and the occasion was marked
Draper, whose Improvement on the by the receipt of congratulatory
process of Daguerre enabled him to messages from kings and queens,
take the first photograph of the hu- statesmen, churchmen, scientists and
man face.
other persons of distinction through
Daguerre had believed that no out Europe. In spite of her age she
man could ever reproduce the human is in good health, and takes an active
countenance, but Dr. Draper's dis- interest in everything around her.
Of Scotch and Spanish extraction,
covery of the chemical action of light
showed that It was possible, and the former empress, in spite of
he made a likeness of his sister, Miss the series of dramatic events which
have clouded her life, Is still a reDorothy Catherine Draper.
The first photograph gallery ever markably handsome woman, and she
established was set up In 1840 by has still much of the charm that
Dr. Draper In the old New York stirred the admiration of the spectaUniversity building, where Profes3or tors of her marriage with the EmMorse, inventor of the telegraph, and peror Napoleon in Notre Dame.
Dr. Draper took pictures with a camSince 1880 Eugenie has resided
era made of a cigar box and spectacle at Farnborough Hill, Hants, in a
lens.
great house, surrounded by venerable
Dr. Draper gained distinction also trees.
Prior to taking up her resiby explaining the purification of the dence at Farnborough she had lived
blood by the lungs. With films of thin at Chlslemurst, where the Emperor
material and soap bubbles he showed died, and which place she left bethat gases pass freely through thin cause she could not obtain there the
partitions of many substances, till the land for the building of a mausoleum
pressure of the gas on either side for her. dead. Some twenty-fiv-e
years
is equal, and that in this way the ago she erected the buildings, known
oxygen taken in the lungs passes as the church and abbey of St. Michthrough the blood and Is absorbed, ael, which In 1896 she transferred to
while the carbon dioxide in the blood the monks.
passes Into the lungs and is inhaled.
Standing on the crown of the hill
Dr. Draper was born In England, opposite her present residence EuMay 5, 1811, and came to the United genie is able to see the place of
States in 1833. He took a degree in sepulture of her husband and son
medicine at the University of Penn- from her windows. To the mortuary
sylvania, and was appointed to New chapel she goes daily to pray. There
York University, where he occupied is an altar, before which a monk
the chair of chemistry until his death says mass, with only one mortal audiIn 1882.
tor. Everyone else is excluded while
the unhappy wife and mother is
within. An armchair is placed at the
foot of each of the two sarcophagi
SANTA FE PUSHING
wherein lie the remains of Napoleon
III, and the Prince Imperial, and first
ITS DOUBLE TRACK In one and then In the other the
often sits alone In prayer.
are decorated with
Both
tombs
THIRTY-MILSTRETCH IN MIS
1!loral wreaths and scattered flowSOURI IS YET TO BE COMers. Of the latter violets are the
PLETED
most numerous, and some of these
are taken away as mementos by the
Kansas City, May 5. Work )s beins visitors who are admitted when .the'
has gone.
rushed on the remaining gap of thirty
The mausolem was built by Eugenie
miles of double track from Kansas
of- at a total cost of over $500,000. BeCity to Chicago, according tot local
The
uncompleted hind the magnificent altar, on either
ficials of that road.
stretch is between Rothville and Car- - side of which are the two granite
is a small door leading
rollton, Mo. With this completed the sarcophagi,
Benedictine
the
into
abbey, and over
there
where
only remaining places
has
arcosolium
an
this
recently been
will be but one line are the bridges
was
wall.
the
It
built
into
designed
riv
over the Missouri and Mississippi
and is of stone
ers. It has been understood for some by French architects,
This new., work forms
time that the Santa Fe is figuring 03 throughout
of a tomb which is
the
framework
at
Missouri
Sibley,
a bridge over the
if not in the
in
England,
unique
but no contracts have been let.
this
In
the former Emworld.
tomb
Both tracks are now in operation
when in the
Interred
be
will.
press
and ballasted. The block signal is in
time she comes to die.
of
fullness
operation the entire distance.
In adltion to its double track work
There is nothing more discouraging;
the Santa Fe Is doing a large amount than a man who has been disappointof construction work on the Missouri
ed in love, unless it is a henpecked
and Illinois divisions. At Joliet the husband.
company Ib spending nearly $350,000
for a system of elevated tracks and
its share in a new union station. Fif
teen stations are getting additional
TCHENG BLEEI
,
track facilities, Streator, Coal City.
Grove- Media, McCook, Chlllicothe,
0
Galesburg, E
land, Pekin, Corwlth,
0
Rothwell, Menden, Dean Lake, Bo
Carrollton.
worth, Standlsh and
At Lexington Junction a five-sta- 'l
Cuticura After 5 Years of Sufroundhouse has just been built, also a By
fering Beyond Description
new water treating plant, and the deThought Death was Near-C- alls
Extensive
pot is being enlarged.
Cure Wonderful.
Dean
to
the
made
repairs have been
Lake water plant, and water now is
tongue can tell how I suffered
taken to the locomotives by crane in for"No
five years with itching and bleeding
eczema, unui 1 was
stead of direct from the tank.
cured by the Cuticura
Large material plants for the signal
Remedies, and I am
so
Missouri
Illinois
and
grateful I want the
on
service
the
world to know, for
divisions are completed at Camden,
what helped me will
help others. My body
Shipton, Chilli
Carrollton, Medlll,
and face were covered
cothe and Streator. These Include
with sores. One day
if. wnulri
Mm fca nm
several interlocking plants which are
and then break
better,
to
oVnir,
cost
from $3,500
with th
automatic and
.,t
lf(Smfll most
terrible pain and
$19,000.
WW
itching. I have been
The track work now in progress sick several times, but never in my life
did 1 experience sucn awiui gunenng
consists in putting down ninety-poun- d
as with this eczema. I had made up
rails from Kansas City to Chicago,
my mind that death was near at hand,
I longed for that time when I
and from Lexington Junction to St and
would be at rest. I had tried many
two
on
use
the
for
Ballast
doctors and medicines without
different
Joseph.
success, and my mother brought me
divisions Is from a large gravel bed a
the Cuticura Remedies, insisting that
Chi'licothe, 111., from which from SO I try them. I began to feel better after
the first bath with Cuticura Soap, and
to 100 carloads a day is taken.
one application of Cuticura Ointment.
" 1 continued with the Cuticura Soap
5.

Duffy's Pure MalHVhiskey

is an absolutely pure distillation of malted grain, and as none but
sound, clean grain can be malted, it has for its base the most carefully
selected grains o the field. It is a predigested liquid food in the
form of a medicinal whiskey ; its palatability and freedom from
can be retained by the most
injurious substances render it so that it
'
sensitive stomach.',
.
It is a gentle, invigorating stimulant and tonic that influences for
is a remedy that should
good every important organ of theisbody. It valuable
for use at this
be in the family medicine chest. It especially
become run
has
that
the
blood
rebuild
and
the
enrich
system
to
time
down" and weakened from the long strain of winter.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is the only whiskey that was taxed by
m

war.
the Government as a medicine during the Spanish-America- n
Get the genuine; sold by druggists, dealers and grocers, or direct, $1.0f
free on request.
large bottle. Medical booklet and doctor's advice
fhe Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.

.....
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SATURDAY

TO TRY MAN

FOR MURDER

Elkton, Ky., May 5. A special term
of the Todd county circuit court convened today for the trial of Morris
Banks, the Trenton man who Is
charged with the murder of his aunt,
Mrs. Fennel A. Sebree. Banks ha?
retained Congressman A. O. Stanley
to conduct his defense.

7:30

EVENING,

TO

9:30
our last

consented,

you among the crowd of happy,
thoroughly satisfied buyers at
And if you
WAS
If not, you missed some excellent bargains.
Evening:
miss more
Ufail to
I

Sale?

attend our After Supper Sale, No. 8, tomorrow evening, you will
At these sales each Saturday evening, you will find some very unusual, especially
attractive values which can only be secured at the hours specified. Any one of these Specials
is easily worth a trip to our store, even if you want nothing more.
Those who have attended
previous sales know what to expect. Those who have not should be on hand at 7:30 tomorrow
evening you'll be surprised and pleased and better yet,' you'll save money. That means
you'll come again.
of them.

C'

(

FOR CASH ONLY NO TELEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED

25c Huck Towel 14c
15

$1.25 to $2.00 Waists 75c

dozen All Linen Huck Towels, size

15

20x40, good quality worth regularly 20c
to 25c each, for our After Supper Sale,

each

14c

15c Wash Goods 10

l-2-

dozen Women's Lingerie and Tailored
Waists, including an excellent variety
of the newest models, worth $1.25 to
$2.00, for our After Supper Sale, each 75c

25c Soap 9c

c

500 yards of New

Spring Wash Goods,
including Lawns, Batistes and Dimities, all good desirable patterns, worth
15c a yard, for our After Supper Sale,
lOic
per yard

5

gross Armour's Arbor Day series Toilet
Soap, highly perfumed with Heliotroupe,
Violet, Rose and Lilac, worth 25c a box
of three cakes, special, per box
9c

ifn

HiPrtA

ifrLo)

'ESTABLISHED 1862

E
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I860

No. 8

SPITE OF HER ADVANCED AGE
SHE IS IN GOOD HEALTH

DIG

EMBLEM OF PURITY AND EXCELLENCE SINCE.

1

191

BEULAH

RANCHMEN

WITH

SELECTIVE TRANSMISSION

ARE BUSY PLANTING
EVERY

INDICATION

POINTS

FlandersMODEL
"20"
FORE-DOO-

TO

R

CROP

RECORD-BREAKIN-

SEASON
All of the farmers and ranchmen in
the neighborhood of Beulah are busy
planting and indications are that a

larger acreage will be planted this
year than ever before. Abundance of
rain has fallen and the ground is in
good condition. The mountain passes
are well tilled with snow. Which Insures plenty of water in the streams
(luring the summer. The range is
good and stock is in fine condition.
The range promises to be much better within the forest reservation as
there are but few stock being entered
this year.
The Beulah correspondent writes:
"This reminds us that the fishing season Is near and that the nimrods will
Boon be in evidence.' It Is not generally known but the Sapello canyon
has one of the finest springs in thi3
part of the territory. The water gusl.-e- s
from the shady side of the hill almost ice cold and in a volume almost
sufficient to run a mill. It is an Ideal
camping place for outing parties, being surrounded by beautiful shade.
The spring is located on government
ground.

"Elder Barker, who has been a
resident of Beulah more than twenty
years and who exercised the offices
of a minister when residing in an English speaking community, has received a retainer to officiate at the
marriage of two Beulah young people. Elder Barker is keeping mum as
to the names of the young people. Pass
the hat, for we must have some kind
of religious services beside moving
piotures. RUSTICUS.

In the Wake of the Measles
The little son of Mrs. O. B. Palmer,
and have Little
and Cuticura Ointment,
Rock, Ark., had the measles.
taken four bottles of Cuticura ResolvThe result was a severe cough which
ent, and consider myself well. This
was nine years ago and I have had grew worse and he could not sleep.
no return of the trouble since. knj She says: "One bottle of Foley's
person having any doubt about, this Honey and Tar Compound completely
wonderful cure by the Cuticura Remecured him and he ha. never been
dies can vrite to my address. Mrs. bothered
since." Croui ', whooping
Altie Etaon, 03 Inn Road, Battle Creek,
cough, measles, cough all yield to FolMich., Oct. 16, 1909."
ey's Honey and Tar Compound. The
Cotlcurs affords the mewt economical treatraaai
lor affection! of the akin and aralp. from Intauc
genuine is In the yellow package alof
and
box
A
of
cake
Simip
cuticura
ane.
to
Potter ways. Refuse
substitutes.
O. G.
Cuticura Ointment are often auffldtnt.
Cborn. Corp. Sola Props., Boston.
Drug
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
:

$800.00
F. O. B. Detroit
CHARLES ILFELD COMPANY. Agents,
Laa
New Mexico.
Vegas.

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water
CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone Main 227.

GROSS,

ItEL L Y

t CO.

( Inooporated)

WHOLESALE GROCERS

andDoalermln
WOOL. HIDES and

PELTS

BAIN WAGONSRACINE VEHICLES

SEVEN HOUSES

--

Lc'J

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

DR. HARRISON TO

Labor Notes

LOItlMEII'S SEAT

FIGHT SUIT OF

From about the year 1445 until 1773
the miners of Scotland were bought
and sold with the soil.

IS FAR FROM

SOMOVER

A free employment bureau for New
York City is provided in a proposed
amendment to the city charter.
Preparations are being made by the RECENT CHANGES IN THE
machinists in New York City and in
ATE ARE AGAINST THE
Chicago to demand the eight-houday.

S

Tomorrow, all day and Monday
any Skirt yOU Want at

MEMBER

St. Paul, Minn., labor unictn wi'l
Washington, May 5. It Is expected
in a movement to open
the schoolhouses of that city for so that the Lorimer resolution will come
cial meetings of clubs and other or up In the senate Monday. The senate
ganizations.
committee was expected to
The annual convention of the New auditing
and, unYork State association of Journey- report on the resoltuion today
can not
resolution
the
men Plumbers, Gas and Steamflt-ter- s der the rules,
next
legislative
the
and their helpers, will be held be heard until
unin Rochester May 30 to June 1.
day, after the bill is reported out,
The twenty-fiftanniversary of the less by unanimous consent.
Sen
Order of Railway Telegraphers is
call up the resoto be celebrated next month in Cedar ator LaFollette will
not reached beRapids, la., which was the birthplace lution Monday, if It is
of the organization.
fore then.
An additional expense of $500,000 "The fight Is expected to turn upon a
per annum will be put upon Wash- motion to refer the measure to the
ington railroads by reason of the en- committee on privileges and elections,
actment of the "full crew" bill, which The resolution as introduced by
fide transaction.
was signed by Governor Hay.
Senator LaFpllette provides for a spe
The formal allegations of the commail clerks now have sev cial committee, and is not a mauw
Railway
to
ol
the appointment
plaint relating
en local
in Minnesota
to the committee on privDr. Harrison as administrator of the and In organizations and are
takln? belonging
the
Dakotas,
and
elections, unless the sen
estate of his deceased wife, Guadaileges
steps to become affiliated with the ate votes for it to go there.
That
lupe Ferea de Harrison, and subse American Federation of Labor.
and
per
a
mean
delay,
would
long
quently as guardian of his son, the
Massachusetts last year disbursed
as the
resolution,
for
the
defeat
as
are
in
the
haps
case,
admitted,
plaintiff
in wages In all industries $278,191,-11- .Ur.Mnna KnmmlHMI is Counted !XS
are the allegations as to the various
the three principal industries benine to six in favor of Lorireturns which were made and appear
boot and shoe manufacture, cot- standing
ing
mer.
of record. The defendant
denies, ton
goods and machinery.
The committee is composed of Dilhowever, that he reecived any money
ever
No permanent unions have
Vermont; Gamble, South Daor property for the estate of either been effected
lingham,
women In
working
by
Idaho; Clapp, Minne
his wife or son which were not fully New
although more than kota; Heyburn,
Jersey,
Utah; Bradley, Kenaccounted for, or that he converted
Sutherland,
three fourths of her Industries re- sota;
Oliver,
Jones.
tnnkv:
Washington;
any money or property of either
quire women and seventeen per cent
Wyoming;
estate to his own use. The fact ot are
Kenyon,
Pennsylvania;
labor.
women's
dependent upon
his final discharge as administrator
Paynter, Kentucky;
The trade and labor council of Vic- Bailey, Texas;
as
as
well
in
the answer,
is set out
Fletcher, Florida;
Alabama;
Johnston,
resolua
toria, B. C, has adopted
the approval of his returns by the pro- tion protesting against any member Kern, Indiana; Lee, Tennessee.
bate court of Bernalillo county.
When the vote was taken to expel
of any labor organization in its terIt is alleged that In May, 1908, ritorial limit becoming a member of Mr. Lorimer from the senate at the
after the plaintiff had reached his the organzed militia.
last session the result was forty to
consulted
had
he
and
after
Eighin favor of Lorimer.
majority,
More than $14,000 has been paid forty-siwith Attorneys Neill B. Field of Albu out
are
in
the
senators
present
new
teen
of
by the International Union
querque and Lyman, Lyman & O'Con- Hod Carriers and Building Laborers session. Among the senators who
nor of Chicago in regard to his rights to the
heirs, widows and orphans of voted against Lorimer there have
and after he had fully acquainted their deceased brothers since the been five changes. Beveridge, Bur-kethimself with all the fact3 concerning union
Warner and Young.
Money,
began to pay death benefits
the management of the estate by Dr. four years ago.
have been succeeded by Kern,
They
Harrison, he voluntarily entered into
During the year 1910 the shoe fac Hitchcock, Williams, Reed and Ken
a settlement of his claim against the tories of the state of Missouri turned
yon representing Indiana, Nebraska,
certain real
defendant, accepting
out products to the value of $50,000,-00- Mississippi Missouri and Iowa. All
estate In the city of St. Louis and a
gave employment to 20,000 men of them are counted as against Loricask consideration of $10,000, and and women;
paid out about $8,000,000 mer this time.
releasing the defendant from any and in wages and had a
'
capital of $20,- Ot the senators who voted, for Lori
all liability whatever, tt 1 alleged 000,000 Invested.
mer, Bulkeley, Connecticut; Burrows,
tnat the plaintiff, haa enjoyed this
The Canadian Minister of Labor Michigan; Carter, Wyoming; Depew,
Tirrmertv for three years and has
has
appointed the Rev. C. W. Gordon, New York, Dick, Ohio; Flint, Californever repudiated the settlement made
the novelist widely known by his nia; Hale, Maine; Kean, New Jersey;
not
he
ought
by him in 1908, and that
e
Ralph Connor, as chairman Piles, Washington;
Scott, West Virnow to be allowed to repudiate ft.
of conciliation in the
board
of
the
were
defeated for
ten
in
ever
all;
ginia;
he
that
denies
The defendant
dispute In the coal fields ot British
mingled any of the funds ot the estate Columbia and Alberta. He Is famili ir
It is believed that at least seven of
ot hia wife or of his son, for whom with the conditions in the case.
the senators who succeeded the above
he was guardian, with his own funds,
Daniel F. Fisher, of Dorcbeste. named supporters of Lorimer will vote
and denies that he ever concealed
the only blind inventor of tex- against him; there were five senators
Eng.,
from the plaintiff any facts relative
tile
machinery in the world, is adapt who did not vote when the resolution
to the estate, or that the defendant
a
new Invention to the conditions was under consideration before:
ing
was not fully Informed as to the conof the British mills, whereby he be
made
Frazier (Tennessee), Lorimer,dition of the estate when he
lieves he is going to be the means
Taliaferro, Florida and Terrell uf
the settlement referred to.
texthe
of completely revolutionizing
The answer concludes with the
Georgia. Lee of Tennessee, who suc
tile industries in all England.
and
dismissed
be
suit
the
ceeds Frazier, is a progressive dem
prayer that
costs awarded against the plaintiff.
ocrat; Llppitt, who succeeds Aldrich,
a standpat republican; Bryan, who
SYMPATHY STRIKE
succeeds Taliaferro, is regarded as
doubtful as to- how he would vote,
ON PENNSY LIKELY and Terrell of Texas has been announced as against Lorimer.
According to the above estimate of
ANO strengthTRAINMEN
FNGINEMEN.
upon the direct issue of
MAY JOIN
whether or not Mr. Lorimer is to re
CONDUCTORS
tain his seat, he would lose by a ma
SHOPMEN
jority in excess of that with which he
won before.
5.
Striking
Pittsburg, Pa., May
But his friends are hoping that they
railroac"
,
shopmen of the Pennsylvania
can
refer the bill to the elections comalong the Pittsburg division, are con mittee when
the issue is brought up
soon
De
will
fidently asserting they
in that way. Many of the senators
trainmen
the
enginemen,
joined by
who believe that Lorimer should be
Women, suffering from any form of and conductors, although the officials unseated, and who voted against him
will
no
make
com.
unions
to
illness are invited
of their various
promptly
in the last session, are said to favor
municate with Mrs. Pinkham at Lynn, direct statement.
are
Mass. All letters
received, opened,
the resolution taking the usual
who
lead and answered by women. A wo. The leaders of the unions
man can freely talk make up the strikers' grievance com- course and going to the regular com
of her private ill- mittee after a meeting gave out a mittee. The senate is a stickler for
ness to a woman;
the "usual and ordinary course" and
thus has been es- statement charging General Manager Lorimers friends may win a victory
tablished this con- Long with "breaking faith with it in
fidence between
an official statement which upon that point.
If the LaFollette
Mrs.' Pinkham and publishing
resolution is
included
part of its corresponce, esthe women of
and
committee
named
the
adopted
America which has pecially that part which misrepresents
therein
to
is
ordered
with
the
proceed
broken.
been
never
o
an
effort
and
makes
the committee
.,w
i
BUB uuu.
Investigation, an effort will be made
ivevtT 11113
iydia i riNWM
in
the
side
show
their
wrong
light."
lished a testimonial or used a letter
to reach a final determination of the
The headquarters of all the union
without the written consent or the
question this session. But there is
shiftedhas
from
never
the
this
and
been
have
Company
leaders
writer,
allowed these confidential letters to city to the strike lone at Pitcairn little hope of that if the committee
irpfc out of their Dossession, as the
on privileges and elections Is given
e
shipping
hundreds of thousands of them in Shortly after the thirty-fivclerks in the transfer department jurisdiction.
their files will attest.
Out of the vast volume of experience joined the strikers. These, with the
which Mrs. Pinkham has to draw 200 men of the transfer department,
Shake Into Your Shoe
she
from, it is more than possible that
who went out Tuesday, practically Allen's Foot-Easthe antiseptic powhas gained the very knowledge needed
in your case. She asks nothing in re- tied up the shipping and transfer of der. It relieves painful, smarting,
turn except your good will, and her freight at that point The precedent tender, nervous feet, and Instantly
advice has helped thousands. Surely establish at Pitcairn of the municipal takes the
sting out of corns and
any woman, rich or poor, should be- council swearing In strikers as dep
It's
the greatest comfort disUl
fcciivtima
laKH
lO
aUYanutgc
glad nffor ct assistance. Address Mrs.
n.
uties to guard railroad property Is be-- covery of the age. Mien's Foot-Eas- e
Pinkham, care of Lydia E. Pinkham ins followed at several points. AU of makes tight or new shoes feel easy. It
Medicine Co., Lynn, Aiass.
deputies so appointed are Ameri is a certain relief for sweating, calto hare the
Every woman ought 80-pacans. Following last night's out lous, swoden, tired, aching feet. AlLydia E. Pink ham's
street
at the Twenty-eigh- t
use it to break In new shoes.
is not a book for breaks renewed caution was sent ways
Text Book.
It
yards,
Try
today. Sold everywhere, 25
general distribution, as it is too broadcast today to refrain from viol- cents. Dont accept any substitute.
and
free
only
expensive. It is
FREE trial package, address AlAhtinahle bv maiL "Write for ence and no further disorder has been For
len S. Olmsted. Le Roy, N. T.
Teported.
Albuquerque, N. M, May 5. The
answer of Dr. G. W. Harrison to the
suit filed against him in the district court of Bernalillo county some
time ago by Ms son, Grover William
Harrison, was filed by Dr. Harrison's
attorneys in the office of the district
court clerk yesterday afternoon.
The answer is a sweeping denial
of all the charges of mismanagement
and
made
misappropriation
by
Grover William Harrison in the original complaint, and maintains that
the settlement between the plaintiff
and the deefndant made in 1908 was
in every way a full, fair and bona

Regular aoc
values, Tomorrow and Honday i4c

A few pieces of Klmona

Crepes

h

Al ways

the discount, and everybody

We offer Tomorrow and Honday any King

tailared waist at 13

,

SCOTTY STILL A

1

e,

bun-Ion-

s.

MAN OF MYSTERY
FIGURE APPEARS SUDFROM DESERT WITH
SUPPLY OF GOLD

STRANGE
DENLY

Reno, Nev., May 5. Scotty, the
man of the mysterious mine, has bobbed up in the neighborhood of Wlnne-muccand by his appearance and actions again given the prospectors and
storekeepers cause to speculate on
the hidden source of his wealth.
That Scotty must have a holdout
somewhere Is considered certain, for

a,

Cures Catarrh
ALSO

Gingham Offer. Regular 15c values, a few
pieces, short lengths, at 10c a.yard,
tomorrow and Monday

at home and

Purchase

Aid-ric-

TO WOMEN

Off

A

you will see the town prosper and the
merchants always ready to assist and stand by every

Spend your money

pen-nam-

ADVICE

trades alike.

Saves You Money on Every

0,

FREE

Remember

We are here to serve you and serve you as near
right as you can be served. Our goods are all
marked at a very low profit because we can take
less and by operating our store at a small expense
give you the benefit. Don't be deceived, you can
buy to your best advantage where you don't get
anything for nothing, we give you the price, not

t,

it today.

0

$6.50

Children's Rompers, Tomorrow and Honday,
regular 75c value for 50c

x

It

White and Colored Lingerie Dresses, worth
Tomorrow and Monday
Vp to $'5-0-

HALF PRICE

'

ge

1
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Qraaf Dry Goods Co

SECURE

SAY8 BOY RECEIVED 8T. LOUIS
PROPERTY AND $10,000 IN SETTLEMENT OF CLAIMS

FRIDAY, MAY 5,

CROUP
COUGHS,
COLDS,
AND SORE THROAT

E. G. Murphey guarantees HYOMEI
to cure ca(pronounce it High-o-mtarrh, acute or chronic; to cure colds,
coughs, croup and sore throat, or
money back.
In cases of deafness caused by catarrh, there is no remedy so efficient.
HYOMEI is a liquid extracted from
the eucalyptus trees of Australia, and
Is a soothing, healing, germ killing
antiseptic.
E. G. Murphey sells a complete
HYOMEI outfit consisting of a bottle
of HYOMEI and an indestructible
hard rubber pocket Inhaler for fl.00.
For treating catarrh or any throat
or nose aliment, pour a few drops into the inhaler and breathe.
That's all you have to do, and as
the air passes through the Inhaler it
becomes impregnated with antiseptic HYOMEI, and this soothing, healing air as It passes Into the lungs
reaches every particle of the Inflamed
membrane, kills the germs and heals
the raw, sore catarrhal spots.
If you now own a HYOMEI inhaler
you can buy an extra bottle of HYOMEI for only 50 cents at the E. Q.
or druggists everywhere.
Murphey1
Free sample trial treatment, from
Booth's Hyomel Co., Buffalo, N. Y.

whenever he comes to town he is
provided with plenty of money and he
has never been known to work.
Slouchy and shabby in appearance,
perennially garbed in an old blue
shirt and a slouch hat betraying faint
traces of military origin, the mysteri
ous stranger talks garrulously, but
never discloses even an inkling of
his business affairs. He has provided
hia wife with a home somewhere, and
whenever she appears she betrays
no want, but that is about all the people know.
Scotty has been hanging around
the old Humboldt range for nearly a
year past, often boarding the Southern Pacific train, far out in the desert
but just where his "glory hole" Is
cannot be told, for he leaves no trace
by which he can be followed.
Years and years ago there were
the
good placer
diggings
along
slopes of old Humboldt range and
white men made several fortunes
washing out the gold that came
down from the mountains. After the
work paid too Uttle the Chinese followed up on the placers and worked
them for years, getting very small
amounts daily but immense sums in
the aggregate. The records of the
Wells-Farg- o
Express company dur
ing the years the Chinese worked the
placers show fabulous amounts in
total, that were shipped from this
vicinity. Finally the Chinese quit the
hilla and nothing much in the placer
line has been done since.
All through the years the miners
have had a tradition that away up in
the Humboldt range there is a fabulous ledge from whence this placer
gold came. Innumerable prospecting
parties have searched for it in vain,
and it is now believed that Scotty
ha3 found the ledge, or has found a
placer pocket near it that is supplying him with the money he invariably
exhibits when he comes to town.
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SOME REASONS WHY
YOU SHOULD SUBSCRIBE

THE

FOR THE OPTIC

full Associated Press) report is printed

day.

HONEST presentation of daily happenings
EVERYTHING,

the paper.

decent to print goes into

merchants advertise in
OUR progressive
columns.
read the paper and why
PEOPLE generally
you.

THE

best asset a town can have is a live

events are chronicled
INTERESTINGweek.

six

COURAGE is a feature of its editorial

15c a Week by Carrier,
Per Year by Mail, $6.00

The Optic,

1 311

for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, and urinary irregularities.
Foley Kidney Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality and vigor. Refuse aubstltutes.
FOR SALE 8Y O. Q. 8CHAEFER AND RED CROSS DRUG CO.
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OF SUBSCRIPTION
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TERMS
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One Month
One Year

15
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$7.50
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One Year
Six Months
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One Year
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3.00
OPTIC AND STOCK
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$2.00
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prove a blessing in disguise for all
concerned. The fact that negroes have
successfully endured the rigors of climate fully as unfriendly as Canada
possesses has, been pointed out by
more' than one American' paper, but
the main point after all is that America needs the continued presence of
Industrious farmers, of whatever race
or color. It cannot spare any citizen
of this class and character, though it
can profitably exchange for them an
Indefinite number of undesirable im.
migrants.
Whatever problems confront the
American negro must be met and
solved here at home, "migration
to
any other country, whether it be
Canada or Liberia, a country hot or
cold, Is a poor solution. White emigrants by the thousands have found
the Canadian climate too rigorous and
the conditions surrounding them In
other respects more disadvantageous
than those obtaining In thelf Own
country. America Is1 the besti it ot
the only, place for Americans tode-vot- e
themselves to agricultural pursuits and the negroes who have been
thembarred should congratulate
selves on their exclusion. Unfavorable as Is the environment of the
negro here, the chance of improvement in any other country is not nearly so promising as patient and intelligent persistence where he lives ana
was reared.

Subscribers desiring address changed please state both the old and the
new address.
Remit by draft, check or money
order. If sent otherwise we will not
be responsible for loss.
Specimen copies free on application.
o
Advertisers are guaranteed the
largest dally and weekly circulation
of any newspaper in Northeastern BOY SCOUTS AND THE TIPPING EVIL
New Mexico.

After the public and lawmakers
Entered at the Postofflce at East
Vegas, New Mexico, for transmis have spent long years in discussing
sion through the United States Mails the
tipping evil without result, peras second class matter.
haps the Boy Scouts are to come
along and solve It for us. It is a law
FRIDAY, MAY 5, 1911.
of the Boy Scout order that no member sha accept a gratuity for any
THE BEAUTIFUL MONTH ifavor
bestowed.
OF MAY
There 13 a complaint against our
national life, based on the tendency
Any person addicted to the study of
the rich to snub the poor, widening
of mythology knows that the present
the
breach between them in a socia
month gets Its name from Maia, who
way,
yet the practice of accepting
was the mother of Mercury, the god
conof prosperity. This may lead some tips and even expecting them
tinues to spread from one occupation
of us to try to corner the wheat
to another.
Now the tipping evil
market, but we shall find that someto be about as firmly fixed
seems
body has already attended to It.
in America as it is in the old world.
Prosperity comes in May or any
The history of the evil is thtt it
month to those who attend to busistarted
among hotel and restaurant
ness. To others it will not come at
soon the hack driver
all. There are those who cannot beck- waiters. Very
came
his out of anything
to
expect
on prosperity with a quick jerk of
On
the outstretched hand and compel it that was to be given for nothing.
advanced
evil
cars
Pullman
the
by
to come running with any noticeable
and bounds, until now no
leaps
is
difficult
a
success.
It
of
degree
will attempt to get by withfeat to bring prosperity in that way. traveler
out being levied upon. The barber is
Some unfortunate persons may even
into it in some
chase it around the block and never gradually getting
and nearly everywhere there is
places
to
close
tag it
get
enough
a menial with his hand out, waiting
This is the month to count the
a gratuity.
for
the
come
from
up
sprouts that have
By
accepting a tip the American
seeds sent to us by our delegate.
is lowering himself in the escitizen
warIn this month the meadowlark
of the public as well as the
timation
bles a.nd the melancholy boom of the
Individual
giver. He is going down
builiYori' is heard. It is also the glad
scale and will soon land,
social
in
the
springtime period in which the fly if he has not
already done so, on a
hatches out and is found pressing its
servants of older counwith
the
the window plane
wistful face .against
tries.
screen.
If the remedy is ever to be correctIt is to be presumed that the queen
we must look to the Boy Scouts
ed
of the May was awakened early as
it. They may be able
to
accomplish
seen
per request, for now she may be
their example. Iu
much
to
do
by
wearing a coalscuttle hat which puts time
able to make the
be
may
they
the headgear of all other female mem
see that to acand
waiters
porters
hers of royalty in the quaker-bonne- t
a cad, and that the
to
be
is
a
tip
cept
class. The queen may juggle the keys
man who accepts a gratuity in that
of a typewriter during office hours,
can never feel himself the equal
way
but when she puts the May hat on of
man who bestows it. Taking a
the
of
rest
has
all the
her tresses she
the feeling of American
Up
destroys
humanity backing away from the hat freedom and the sense of equality
'
!.
:i!;,'lt-pins:
that to the working man should be
By reference to the vivisectiontst's
more than all the small change
worth
alvictim on the front page of the
can
he
gather in a lifetime of servilmanac it will be seen that the sign
and
smirking service as a menlaL
ity
of the zodiac points to Taurus during
If
the
Boy Scouts accomplish anyof the month. Those born
that line they will do
along
thing
under Taurus are qualified to underwell.
stand Intricate subjects.
It may be well to explain that alBy installing a special leased wire,
though Taurus is a bull in mythology,
he has nothing to do with the stock carrying the full Associated Press
market in Wall street. He lies calm- day report, The Optic has met the
looks
ly in the almanac picture and
competition furnished by the big
with scorn and costumely upon the dailies. Subscribe now.
goat. It is sad to be a goat, at any
time or place. The sign of Taurus is
someNo man talks so much about other
in the neck, where many
people that he hasn't a few words left
times get it.
In this month the sedentary hen with which to sing his own praise.
cornea off the nest followed by her
small brood and goes into the neighRead The Optic. It Carries the full
bors gardens. If the tinyflhoots are Associated" Press report, handled ove?l
not peeping above the ground she Its own
special leased wire.
takes it upon herself to render first
a
in
aid and bring them through
own
hurry. The man who does not
an automobile In this month is about
who has
$200 ahead of his neighbor
a repair bill to meet, and the noise
made by the latter is further proof
not
that, the sign of the zodiac was

Las

--

two-thir-

FIKST PHOTOGRAPHIC
POKTItArT
Today marks the centenary of Dr.
J. W. Draper, who, May 4, 1339,
made the first photograph of the human face.
In this day when the camera Is
everywhere in evidence, and when
portrait photography has come to be
closely allied with act, It is difficult
to realize the difficulties that confronted Dr. Draper when he set out
to prove that a photograph of the
human countenance could be made.
The wonderful work of Daguerre, who
applied photography to. landscapes and
other forms of "still life," had appeal-e- d
to Dr. Draper, who had become an
enthusiastic devotee of the new art
One day, by accident, Dr. Draper discovered an important part of the
work of developing. He had exposed a
plate, but no image had appeared,
and he had thrust the plate in a
cteset with some chemicals. The next
morning he found the plate beautifully developed. By a process of elimination he figured out that the vapor
from mercury had been the cause of
the development. This was applied jn
and advanced the
Dractical work,
dark room part of photography wond
erfully.
The doctor was satisfied that da
guerreotypes could be made of the
human countenance. He fixed up a
camera out of an old cigar box and
spectacle lens. With this he took a
daguerreotype of his daughter, and
proved the truth or nis contention.
By the end of 1840 the various pro
cesses were so Improved that daguer- reotyDlne became a means of liveli
hood for thousands, and the craze for
the wonderful hew pictures spread
over the civilized world.
Today the last word seems to have
been said in lens and plate making.
Lenses and plates of phenomenal
speed are produced readily, and are
within the means of the person of
Photography is
moderate income.
practiced even more at home than
in the galleries of the professional
photographers. All this has grown
from the practical application of Da- guerre's great discovery by Professor
Draper, who deserves to rank with
the Frenchman1 as a pioneer In photographic art.

the heavy handicap of
nerves and a weak stomach. The old
stagers in the smoking-rooheld him
stories
spellbound with
of shipwreck and hurricane. Suddenly a sailor dropped a heavy block up
r.
on the deck.
"What's thatT be, cried, 4 paling.
"The barometer ..faJKi" answered
a wag.
IJf'ulUr 1r-.ii- i
"Lord help us!" he moaned, as he
staggered a way to his cabin. LipDin.
'"J '"
cott's.
high-strun-

.

--

A small boy from town was spending a few days in the country. One
morning he heard the grown folks
complaining of having been
kept
awake the night before by a skunk.
Willie burst into tears. "Why, Wil-Hwhat's the matter?" the fond
mother Inquired.
"Why didn't some one wake me
up?" he blubbered. "I never amelled
a skunk In my life." Metropolitan
Magazine.

looked into the azure eyes
Of her I sought to win.
In deep endeavor to surmise
My fond heart's fate therein.
I

To be exceedingly blue.
Boston Transcript.
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Amalgamated
American Beet Sugar
Atchison
Great Northern pfd
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Reading
Southern Pacific
Union Pacific
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd
CHICAGO

63
117
109

;'.126
107
124
155

114'
177
74
119

,

BOARD OF TRADE

Chicago, May 6. Fair skies today
in Minnesota and the Dakotas meant

52,

53.

assure

you.
Belle I'm

Oats were dull, but .higher In sym
glad to hear that, for
pathy with other grains. July started
Jack has proposed to me.
to 32,
up at 32
Nell What! Oh, the horrid, deceit- unchanged to
and rallied to
ful wretch! Just you wait till I see fell to 32
Provisions were easy. First salos
him!
were 2 lower to 2 higher with July
at $14.90 for pork; $8.07 for lard and
Johnny Mamma, I wish I had a
to 7.90 for ribs.
$7.87
little sister.
The closing quotations were as
Mamma Why do you wish that,
follows:
dear?
;
Wheat, July 88
Sept. 8778
teasin'
the
tired
I'm
Johnny 'Cause
88. The close was easy with Juiy
cat. Catholic Newa.
cent lower at
Corn,
Sept. 53. The close was
He I understand their engagement July
at 52 for July, a net gain of a shade.
was quite a surprise.
Oats, July
to
him.
Yes
She
Sept. 32. Pork,
Oh, yes," Mrs. Smith told us, "my
husband is an enthusiastic archaeologist. And I never; knew it till yesterday. I found in his desk some
tickets with the inscrip
8 to 1." And when I
Mudhorse,
tion,
asked him what they were, he ex
plained to me that they were relics
of a lost race, isn't It interesting?"
Boston Traveller.

32.

ABSORBLETS

88.

52;

32;

queer-lookin-

$7.85;

Sept

Jury ers $.1034.6Ui ewes
lambs 3.25 6.15.

?8.1to-Ri- bs;

$8.02; Sep

''

$7.80.'

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
Kansas City. May 6. Cattle,

$3.5034.3j,

ST. LOUIS WOOL
St. Louis, May 5. Wool

Market
Territory and western
unchanged.
mediums 1517 cents; fine mediums
1315 cents; fine 1I12 cents.

re-

ceipts 1,000. Market strong.1" ' Native
steers $5.256.10; southern steers
$4.255.60; southern cows and heifers
$3.254.75; native cows and heifers
$3.O06.00; stockers and feeders $4.75
5.7T;' bulls $4 005.00; calves $4.00
6.75; western steers $4.75 5.90;
western cows $3.25 5.00.
Market
6,000.
Hogs Receipts
steady to weak. Bulk of sales $5.75
5.90; heavy $5.755.85; packers and
butchers $5.805.90; lights $5.80

YORK METAL
May 5. Standard copper dull; spot and July $11.6011.70.
Lead, dull $4.4o4.50; New York $4.25
4.30; East St. Louis bar silver 53.
New

NEW
York,

ST. LOUIS

St. Louis, Mo.,
quiet 5.27.

5.95.

SPELTER
May

5.

oth-kidn-

CHICAGO

LIVE STOCK

5. Cattle, Receipts
Chicago,
Market strong.
Beeves $5.00
1,500.
6.00; Texas steers $4.605.50; western steers $4.805.60; Blockers and
feeders $4 005.40; cows and heifers
'
2.405.60; calves $4.506.50.
Market
18,000.
Hogs Receipts
weak at yesterday's
close.
Light
$5.656.05; mixed $5.656.00; heavy
$5 505.85;
rough $5.505.65; good
to choice heavy $5.655.85; pigs
$5.5005,95; buk of sales $5.805.95.
Markat
5,000.
Sheep Receipts
Native
steady to a shade higher.
$3.004.65; western $3.2"54.65; yearlings $4.405.40; lambs, native $4.z5
6.25; western $4.756.35.

May

--

OMAHA LIVE STOCK
Neb., May 5. Cattle,'

Omaha,

ceipts
steers

600.
$5.10

$3.25
5.75;
5.S0; Texas

Market strong.'
6.10; cows and
western steers

"Talk about man!" exclaimed the
suffragette. "What has man ever
done for woman?"
"He's furnished her with a model
she's trying durned hard to imitate,"
came a voice from the rear of the
hall.
For soreness of the muscles whethby violent exercise or injury, Chamberlain's Liniment is excellent. This liniment Is also highly
esteemed for the relief it affords in
cases of rheumatism. Sold by all druggists.

er induced

Jones lEo you carry life insurance?
Brown Yes; I have $10,000.
Jones Made payable to your wife?
Brown

Yes,

Jones Well, what kind of an excuse
do you put up to your wife for
Native
heifers living Harper's Weekly.
re

$3.75

J. M. Howell, a popular druggist of
strees $3.255.10; range
Ky., says, "We use ChamGreensburg,
cows and heifers $3.004.90; canners berlain's Cough
Remedy in our own
$2.754.00; Btockers and feeders $3.50 household and know it Is excellent."
5.60; calves $4.00 6.50; bulls, stags,
'
etc., $3.75 5.00.
; -'
Market
7,500.
Hogs Receipts
weak to 5 cents lower. Heavy $5.45
5.65; mixed $5.555.65; light $5.65
5.75; pigs $5.005.60; bulk of sales
"'' ' "
$5.555.65.
Market
1,600."
Sheep Receipts
weth
steady. Yearlings $4.404-90;- ,'

For sale by all druggists.

"Love is a disease," says the Cynical Bachelor, "that very few of us taks
sufficient precautions against."
Read The Optic. It carries the full
Associated Press report, handled over
Its own special leased wire.

0"

for
Mrs. Hubb "Did you marry
love or money?"
Mrs. Schecawgo "Oh, alternately.

Exchange.
They evidently were spending their
first night at the concert, and the
young man was telling the young lady
all about it. They talked loudly, for
the young man was trying to make
an impression on all within a ten-foradius. He always anticipated
the performers and finally held his
hand to his mouth as he said in an
undertone:
VDeary, did you ever try to listen
to music with your eyes shut? Its
heavenly?"
Thereupon a man two rows behind
leaned forward and said:
"Young man, try it with your mouth
shut. It'll be a relief." Philadelphia

About these Saturday Night
and Monday Values
Do you thoroughly realize

that these Saturday and Monday Sales

offer the best values ever given here. We guarantee every
article bought to be first quality and to give entire
satisfaction. Any article bought can be
exchanged if not satisfactory. We make this rule
because these sale goods are just as good as anything we
have in the house,
fc
fc
i$t
.

Times.

Splendid offerings to be had at "The Store of Quality" Goods can be
obtained at the advertised time only, 7 to 9 p. m. Saturday

The front dopr bell was out of reMother, in a hurry, instructed
John to put up some sort of a notice
to that effect, so that the visiting public would be notified. John is long
on football and short on the mysteries of punctuation. He finally evolved
this sign, which a startled neighbor
brought in to the mother:
"Please Knock the Door Bell Out of
Order." Woman's Home Companion.
pair.

Saturday Night and Monday,

Monday Only

Any Ladies' tan Pump or
Oxford in the house

Complete stock of Figured
Lawns and Dimities reduced 20 per cent

r

worth $3 to $4.

For the first time In his life he was
braving the perils of the sea, under
"

ways sold at $3.50

i.hcif

r';per piir,;;$i.50,
-

V

!W

M W

-..,;

Monday Only
All Lace Curtain Material and
Swisses reduced 20 per cent

hi-

blue,

Silk

Hose

tan, helio,

7 to 9 p. m. Saturday
Gordon Silk Hose. An all pure
--

Silk Hose, very light
weight
but

serviceable, 4oc.

Store of Quality v
Tot A rati

E.LASVEGAS
'Si

Colored

suede,
Copenhagen,
blue.sky blue,reds
and white,

-4

H':tlm'

Avenue

606 Douglas Avenue, Las Vegas, New Mexico,

9 p. mr Saturday Only

SPECIAL PRICE 98c PAIR

The

51S-51- 7

to

$1.50

How about Embroideries?
Off

Saturday Night and Monday
One lot of tan Pumps,
without straps, al-

TAUPE RT
M it-

7

Navy
1-

it v

Monday Only

special price
$1.98

Spelter,

Market
3,000.
Sheep Receipts
strong. 'Muttons $3.504.50x lambs Do You Have the Right Kind of Help?
Foley Kidney Pills furnish you the
$5.00
6.10; fed wethers and yearlinss
kind of help to neutralize and
right
$4.O05.35; fed western ewes $3.50
remove the poisons that cause back4.25.
ache, headache, nervousness, and
and bladder ailments." O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

g

Railroad

.

at

advancing prices gave the stock market an apearanoe of strength during
the morning trading.
Prices rose
wherever there was any active tradruled firm
ing. a The bond market
with dealings limited. The market
eased off gradually during the afternoon, Reading fa'ling a point from its
highest and Canadian Pacific
Reactions otherwise were about Vx to
a point. The close was easy.
Closing stocks were listed as fol-

89.

Alarm rings only afr time to awaken you. A' clock that will
give service Three dollars less 10 per cent for cash.
ye also have the Dollar Clock.

J.
ROBERT
-

July

The
higher prices for wheat here.
European markets showed strength as
If a bribe is offered you,
a result of the smallness of Argentine
Promptly spurn It;
shipments and less favorable reports
If you write a thing untrue,
from Russia. July started at 89
to
Better burn it,
a rise of
to
receded
cents,
ever
amiss
89,
go
Ifyou
to 89
and then rose to
And In stealiny seek for bliss,
May gained more than a cent a
Should you merely steal a kiss,
bushel.
Best return it.
Corn was dull and firm in response
Library.
Judge's
to wheat. July opened
to
52
cents
to
at
higher,
Nell It's only a case of plstonic
touched 52
and Iter climbed to
friendship between Jack and me, I

.

The ruling of the Canadian authorities that American negroes shall
.be excluded from that country, on
the ground that the rigors of the
CanadiatCcllmate make them prob
able dependents and therefore public
charges. ..is of course a mere subemigration j from
terfuge. fBut
America can be stopped even to thjs
extent the ruling will in all probabflty

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, May 5. A firm tone

Those orbs of heaven's blue.
My prospects seemed, I must admit,

ALARM CLOCK

BETTEK OFF AT HOME

"

And, searching with a lover's wit

AN EIGHT DAY

o

TODAY'S COMMERCIAL AND FINANCIAL NEWS

soul-stirrin- g

Something New and Practical

misplaced.-

g

'
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Opposite
Castaneda
Hotel

j

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

PERSONALS
R. H. Hawkins
of Denver is among
the business visitors in this town to-

The man who does the
weighing, the measuring
the man who knows how
and why the man on
whom everything depends.
Our responsibility Is never
lost sight of for a moment
in prescription filling. Every
prescription
leaving our
store is faultless from any
standpoint that you may
take. You may feel safe
and sure if we Till your
prescription.

WINTERS

DRUG

CO.

Plione Main 3

We Have Just
Received a Lot of

Western
Garden
Seed
In Bulk

and

Package

igii

:1

OTTO E. FIEL IS TWO STARS ARE CORN GROWING
E-Z-G-

CLAIMED BY

TO PLAY WITH

CONTESTS FOR

DEATH

MAROONS

NEW MEXICO

day.
Dan Kelly of Trinidad is here for a
visit to his sister and brother. Miss
,

Helen and Master Harry Kelly.
Mrs. Charles Scott, who conducts
the New Optio hotel, has gone to Levy
to visit her ranch for several
days.
T. Llndsey, who
represents a big
St. Louis shoe
factory, left today for
Phoenix, after having been here a
few days looking after business affairs.
J. H. O'Reilly, general manager of
the Occidental Life Insurance com
pany, is in La8 Vegas on a brief
business visit Mr. O'Reilly resides
in Albuquerque.
George W. Ward, steward for the
New Mexico Hoep'tal for the Insane,
returned last night from a vacation
trip to Galveston and San Antonio,
Tex. Mr. Ward is much Improved in
health and says he never felt better
in hi8 life.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts has written to John Joerns, clerk of the court
for the Fourth judicial district, that
he will arrive here Sunday.
Judge
Roberts will open the spring term of
the United States district court Mon
day morning.
William Frank, who has resided at
Los Alamos for many years, is remov
ing with his family to Las Veas. The
Franks will occupy the home of Mont
gomery Bell, on the Boulevard. Mr,
Frank has been postmaster
and
weather observer at Los Alamos for
some years.
Mr. and Mrs. R. C. Dickover of
Wabash, Ind... who with their little
daughter, Marie, have been spending
the winter in Las Vegas, left today
for their home. The Dickovers came
here for the benefit of Mrs. Dickover's health. They are friends of
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dennis.
William A. Dillon, manager of the
x Santa Fe telegraph office at Needl93,
Calif., is here for a visit to his par
N.
ents. Mr. and Mrs,, N. J. Dillon.
J. Dillon, jr., who has been attend
ing school in Denver, has returned
and has taken a position as operator
for the Santa Fe at Wagon Mound.
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END CAME YESTERDAY IN PHOENIX, ARIZ., TO FORMER LAS
VEGAS YOUNG MAN

Word was received here this morning by D. W. Condon, secretary of
Las Vegas Lodge No. 408, B. P. O.
Elks, that Otto E. Fiel, a member
of the lodge, died yesterday in Phoenix, Ariz., where he went several
months ago for the benelit of his
health. Mr. Fiel resided in Las Vegas several years and had a large
number of warm personal friends.
He was 26 years of age.
Until last December, when he was
ob'lged to quit work on account of
failing health, Mr. Fiel was chief
deputy to Lorenzo Delgado, clerk of
the probate court. He occupied that
position for a year with great credit
to himself. Always painstaking and
exact, Mr. Fiel made himself an invaluable aid to Mr. Delgado.
Before his work at the courthouse
began Mr. Fiel was employed in a
clerical position by the Santa Fe
railway. Several years ago (he at
tended the Normal University where
he established a reputation as a base
ball player and athlete. Mr. Fiel's
health had been declining for several
months. With his mother, he went
to Phoenix in December, hoping the
lower altitude and warm temperature
would prove beneficial. News of his
death will be a shock to his friends.
Mr. Fiel was a Mason as well as
an Elk. He took the degree of the
Scottish Rite in Santa Fe with a
large class last fall. Burial will take
place in Jollet, II., Mr. Fiel's former
home. Accompanied by the mother
and
the body will pass
through Las Vegas tomorrow.

EDMUNDS, A PITCHER AND AGRICULTURE
COLLEGE
MAKES
SWEDE EKBERG, FIRST BASEANNOUNCEMENT
OF
PRIZES
MAN, THE NEW'MEN
FOR VARIOUS COUNTIES

BUG

Two new faces will be seen in the
of the Maroons when they
stack up against the Railroaders at
Amusement park Sunday afternoon.
The "muggs" belong to "Bug" Edmunds and "Swede" Ekberg, a pitcher and first baseman. Edmunds is on
the reserve list of the Denver Western league club. He has been loaned
to Las Vegas for the season by Man
ager Hendricks of the Grizzles. Ed
munds has speed to burn and has
curves and control that are hard to
beat. He has played several seasons
with the Denver Ironworkers and the
All Stars.
This spring Edmunds worked out
with the Denver squad. On account
of his youth he was farmed out, but
will be in fast league ball, before
many seasons slip by.
B. T. Plowman and D. W. Lee, di
rectors of the baseball association,
made the deal for his services yes
terday by long distance telephone and
Edmunds is scheduled to arrive here
tomorrow. Ekberg played first base
last year for the Santa Fe Peerless
team. He is a star. The two men
will materially strengthen the team.
line-u- p

If the boys of San Miguel county

are sufficiently desirous of entering
a corn growing contest this year the
New Mexico Agricultural and Mechanical college of Meatlla Park likely
will arrange to give handsome prizes

to the successful
school has 'issued

contestants.
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.35 FOR THIS $1.75 CART FOR SATURDAY AND MONDAY

The

a bulletin concern

ROSENTHAL

ing a contest to be held in Dona
It has also stated that
while it cannot conduct such con
test all over the territory, it will
be willing to furnish farmers' insti
tutes and
county
superintendents
with seed and literature on corn
growing. If any farmer's Institute will
organize a contest the college will
and furnish part of the
Ana county.

prizes.
In some instances

OPPOSlTEjY. fl. C. A.

will do better
of
boya under 18 years of age will write

than

it

that If a sufficient number

and assert their willingness to encontest
the college will
ter the
a test under
such
conduct
to
arrange
the direction of the extension department.
. Corn

growing contests are being
participated In by boys in all parts
of the United States. Jerry Moore of
Winona, S. C, holds the record as
champion grower, having raised 288
bushels (per acre at a cost of 33 cents
a bushel. Steve Henry, of Louisiana,
is the most economical corn grower,
having expended but 13 cents per
bushel in raising 140 bushels of corn.
The corn growing contests furnish
some
the boys of New Mexico
soil
the
test
and
valuable experience
and climate of the localities In which
they live. The3e tests should prove
of value to the farmers and bureau
of Immigration.
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Readjustments in
business are the rule and
readjustments usually
mean opportunities, for
workers chances to secure the better jobs
want advertisers understand these matters.

People with services
to sell should enlist the
aid of want ad.

f-

do-an-

a

ANT Ads
Are Best

;

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among 1
MIGHT BUY the particular thing: is worth most.

of those who

That property you want to sell is WORTHjMOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery andj furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and'musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buyers, of al
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets
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The Man With Money
Acquired it largely through not letting his cash
lie idle. He either invested it or deposited in a
bankIn other words, he
-

Made His Noney Work
,

-

u

fr Him

Follow his exampte if you would prosper. Open
an account here and add to lit regularly. Your,!
money will commence earning, more for you from
the start.
,
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is fully prepared to handle
Job Printing of every kind

For Sale

To-wi-

e

For Rent

LADIES:

CORRECT PRINTING

JS

AN

ART

There is a great difference
between "printing" and "correct printing." Our work is
"correct" in every detail.

We are always glad to lend
our knowledge and assistance. Cost estimates will
be

cheerfully furnished

whether or not an order
ensues. Prompt work is
assured.

1

THE

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

rp

C

BUSHING CO.

Telephone Mairi 2

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:

To-wi- t:
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Continuous Advertising
WHAT makes your name familiar and
ISidentifies
it with your business. Continuous- never turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking,
J If you advertise occasionally,
somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.

1
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"In the Good Old Days"

A

iere are a lew extracts from a In the good old' days girls wore
new book, "T,he Good Old Days" by sunbonnets that were as sweet and
Charles W. Bell, which la announced simple as they were inexpensive. I

LJL-

qHs
red,

Square-Shoulder-

-

ed

Hen

Always look and act successful. Today, personal appearance goes a long
way and no one can be careless regarding the impression they create
It requires a stretch of imagination
to believe a
fellow
possessed of much energy.

AL KAUFMAN AND BASEBALLSEASON

FLYNN

10 FIGHT

OPENS IN DUKE

stoop-shoulder- ed

SHOULDER BRACES
Offer you the best
possible assistance in

correcting any inclination to round or
stooping shoulders and. by compelling
deep breathing, add to the general health
of the wearer.
This brace may be wom without discomfort, has no metal parts to bind or
chate and does not interfere with the
circulation.
We have the Rexall Brace in
for men, women and children all sices
jri7e us
your chest measurement.

tor next month.
How would you like to return to
"The Good Old Days" before th.e bill
collector was turned loose upon an Innocent, unsuspecting and unprotected
public?
Before a person knew that he had
concealed within his anatomy that
dreadful . and worthless piece of machinery known as the veriform appendix?
When every doctor had his saddle
bags with him, and, no matter what
ailed you, gave you calomel and quinine?
Before we were informed that
microbes lurk
countless
In everything, from love's first honeyed kiss to a hunk of Limberger
cheese?
When an invitation to a wedding
didn't have to be responded to wltu
s
a $17
punch bowl or a $23
chafing dish?
When a girl could make up her
bed and sweep up her room without
having nervous prostration?
When a boy could split a little
kindling and carry In an armful of
wood without having a pain In his
side or the headache?
In the good old days If you had a
pin scratch or a sore toe It was not
deemed essential to send for three
doctors and two trained nurses and
sterilize everything on the place,
from the haby's 'rattle to the bath
room outfit.
death-dealin-

TONIGH T
KANSAS

CITY TO 8TAGE

CITY SUNDAY
BATTLE

BETWEEN HEAVIES FOR THE'
"WHITE" CHAMPIONSHIP'

THE ALBUQUERQUE GRAYS WILL
MEET FAST AGGREGATION
FROM SANTA FE

g

cut-glas-

Kansas City, Mo., May 5. For the
Albuquerque, N. M'.f May 5. The
second time within the short periol opening of the baseball season In
of ten days Kansas City will he the Albuquerque will occur Sunday afscene of a championship battle a ternoon at 2:30 o'clock, when Mayor
championship battle from a very pe- J. W. Elder will be escorted to the
culiar angle.
ball grounds at Traction park by a
citizens.
Tonight "Big Al" Kaufman of San commltte of prominent
Francisco and Jim Flynn of Pueblo, Judge Mann, Isaac Barth and Judge
Colo., will meet to decide what the Craig will conduct the mayor to the
E. G. MURPHEY
promoters term the "white heavy ball field. Ellis' band will lead the
Rexall Store
weight championship of the world." procession, which is to start at the
While the title they are contesting foot of Central avenue and First
for Is somewhat farfetched, neveuhe. street,- - and , parade
to
the ball
less it is a fact that the winner of grounds. Every lover of the gamewlU
University of
the bout can justly lay claim to hon- form into line and will be the escort
or of being the best man among the for the Albuquerque Grays and their HOBO BASEBALL TEAM
heavyweights of the world, negroes opponents, the Santa Fe aggregation.
barred.
The demonstration will be the greatCANCELS ENGAGEMENT
The men met once before, nearly est rally that has happened in this
Albuqserque, N. M.
in Los Angeles, city since the statehood bill passed
three years ago,
Kaufman winning in the ninth round congress. It is the first time in the DISASTER
TEAM
OVERTAKES
by a knockout. Flynn was In the history of the city that the mayor of
IS
GAME
SUNDAY'S
AND
School 1911 bout all the way from bell to bell of the city has tossed the ball into the
CALLED OFF
nearly every round and on three oc- field for the opening game.
if
as
look
there
casions had Kaufman in bad shape.
does
It certainly
,
The knockout scored by Kaufman were going to be some real live baseThe game between the Maroons
Six Weeks, June 5 to
came suddenly in the beginning of ball this time. The kind of playing and the professional hobo team has
July 14
the ninth round, Flynn stepping to such as never has been seen here been postponed. It likely will be
the center of the ring and haying before. The whole ' baseball situ- played later in the season. Manager
been Informed by his seconds that it ation in New Mexico has taken a de- Simpklns of the Maroons has recelv
Principal Subjects Offered:
n
"was the tenth and closing round, cided advance this last year. Each ed another letter from Manager
town
raised
money
hamlet
has
as
and
is
to
his
hands
extended
which
team
shake,
of the hobo
General History, lEnglish
explains
the custom at the beginning of the to put out a bigger and better team the matter. It reads:
Literature, Physics,
last session. Kaufman took advantage than ever before, and the first game dere Mr. Simpkynz:
Chemistry, Zoology,
of his mistake and tapped him on the of the season will be a battle between
Luk has Went 'gainst us and we
Classics, Modern
Jaw.
Flynn dropper like a buck. the picked teams of all New Mexico. caint rolav youse sunDay. Three of
a
The Santa Fe team presents
The end came so quickly that many
Languages, Special Courde boys has bin sloughed In jale in
As
solid
this
front
and
united
year.
the
is
It
not
It
see
did
School
happen..
ses for High
fer bummln tranes. de third
none the is well known, Santa Fe was at a basteman drew down ten days for vag
had
be
that
knowledge
and
Vocal
Instructors.
worse of the going up until the trick disadvantage last year on account of an our batterey. is.in hock in AQ for
, .Instrumental wicj
punch was put over together with the petty jealousleB between the players gettln drunk. As sune as we gits
greater experience that leads Flynn and managers, and the result was
treGether agin I will rite or call on
two divided aggregations, neither of
to look for victory tonight.
youse.
regrettruu,
Course
Fee for
The great difference in the sizes of which was as strong as the united
ALFONSO HOGAN,
that
the two has caused many to count team this year. From the reports
Five Dollars
Hobo Basetball teme.
manger,
Flynn a sure loser. It should be re have come from the capital city, they
there.
membered that it Is not bulk alone have got a classy bunch up
ATTENTION
Exclusive of Laboratory Fees
IMMEDIATE
that wins out. Ring history is re- With a staff of three mounders, YOUR
.i among whom are Doc McCarthy and Should be given to any tendency on
of
examples
with
shining
plete
children to become
small man scoring over a raui:h Lopez, and the Southpaw Phenom Cy the part of your
shouldered. This is because
round
affiliations,
has
who
defeit
league
big
easy
Circular of Information on
McCoy's
Frye.
larger opponent.
some
pretty of the fact that such tendencies are
of Gus Ruhlln, who outweighed him there promises to be
application, to the Registrar
more easily corrected in childhood
over
win
Wolcott's
twirling.
Joe
65 pounds;
of the University.
of
the
iDan
Padilla
in later years and, if proper atthan
But
then,
weight
Choynski, with a
Weeks
Rube
that
is given them, the child is
with
tention
says
battle
and
Choynski's
handicap,
is
God-darThat
here.
season
the
will
open
given every advantage to attain to
such big fellows as Jeffries, Joe
in
fan
to
to
the
cheer
doting
all
go
enough
perfect man or womanhood. One
and Ed Dunkhorst,
Itself. And It Is whispered that Rube cannot be too careful concerning
the
weight
Is
not
greater
it
that
prove
'
has been working some things, out jthese matters or the means taken to
that wins the victory.
and
on the sly, and that he has some new Correct such inclinations.
McCoy
Flynn is heavier than
shoulder braces
produce,
Most
Chnvnski and nearly as heavy and ones that win De at once tne won
Santa harmful effects in that they interfere
taller than Sharkey. In Kaufman he der and mortification of the
with or retard the circulation. The
does not meet a man of great punish- Fe sluggers.
latter
the
when
Rexall Shoulder Brace most effecJeffries
of
power
ing
Is
Kaufman
tually overcomes the objections raiswas- In his prime. True,
so
near
not
he
is
ed to most shoulder braces on the
but
a hard hitter,
FIGHTS SCHEDULED FOR
iuv
tne
market and for this reason Is strongwitn
iusl
or
filled
speedy
and
TONIGHT
Goddard
sent
Jeff,
ly recommended by medical authoribattle that
ties. We have the exclusive sale of
others tearing after an opponent. The
4when
f
ago,
this brace In this city and can :it
statement was made years
hrst
whs
of
weights
division
Jack
vs
Morgan,
the
any one from the child of four years
"Spike" Kelly
185 or
to
the adult weighing 300 pounds.
Ind.
at
South
made, that any, man scaling
Bend,
of marounds,
Can be obtained only at our store
over was a heavyweight and In to
Allen vs. Pat Droulllard,
Billy
E. G.
do battle with any man, no matter rounds, at Toronto, Ont.
Rexall
Store. Price $1.00.
ksti-mate- s
how heavy. Later he had a specially-formeMurphey.
heavyweight,
light
class,
PLANT CATALPA TREES
made to accommodate George Gard
Mrs. Buggins John, why don't you
Buffalo, N. Y., May 5. Buffalo ob
ner with some kind of a champion- served Arbor Day today by the plant- get home .earlier? Here it Is after
It has never been generally ing of 100,000 Catalpa trees.
ship.
The midnight. Mr. Buggins I would, my
all
recognized as a standard weight,
were
by a local firm dear. If I didn't have to stay out so
trees
presented
men above the middleweight scale and were planted by the school chil late thinking up excuses for hot getbeing classed as regular heavies.
ting home earlier.
dren throughout the city.
Phone Main 357.
With Flynn's heft and ruggedness
and his' great love of the fast going
With
he la an ideal heavyweight.
stand
to
of
sufficient
bodily strength
of punchup under the hardest kind
THg
the
spindle legs of a panthing, he has
er-like
welterweight. His foot work
is very good. He gets around on his
A perfect condition of the skin exists as long as the blood is normal,
of
feet much quicker than many of the but r,,hn it becomes contaminated with humors and acids its supply
fluid
aend
a
and
becomes
it
lessened,
sharp,
w
11.1
'
J
HUll VC uiUjv-ilightweights.
natural health and texture of the
Kaufman is a much slower thinkel which diseases instead of preserving the
come Skin Diseases the character of the eruption depending
Then
not.
skin
has
and
than the fighting Flynn
the nature of the humor with which the blood is infected. If there is
the speed of foot. It is just a case of upon
of acid in the circulation the trouble js characterized by itching
excess
an
A K.ivninrr
"what one has the other hasn t.
Other imourities oroduce watery blisters, rashes,
ril ntirmS
Tetter or Salt Rheum, while still other
f
mn,n,lv known as Eczema.cause
Acne, pimples and like troubles. I
A man cuts across lots to vices, but morbid matters in the circulation
-one
relief
mav from the application of washes
trPt
inrl
what
nrnwrtn
virtues.
to
;i,t
goes the long way 'round
not
be depended on alone to produce a
should
treatment
such
but
Where a bride is so clever is being salves, etc.,
1ir a tVmrniicrh nurifi cation of the blood can accomplish this. S. S. S.
IN 2V
able to learn so many things she knew
character and kind, because it purifies the blood,
before.
Tf rra Hnwn into the circulation and removes the humors and acids, builds
tt,. nrpat acrid Wood, and comoletelv cures all skin affections. Book on
To be a success at writing love let
Is
td
stop Skin Diseases and any medical advice free. S; S. S. is for sale at drug stores
apt
ters one needs only to he a master ol The father of twins
to
take
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO.. ATLANTA, CA.
and
cribbage
playing poker
nonsense.

Price, $1.00

New flexico

can explain the mysteries of the
Aurora Borealis; I can compute the
return of Halley's comet and explain
the gymnastic stunts performed by Ha
evanescent tail, but I cannot tell you
why a young woman, married or single, or even a woman whose age is
enshrouded in a halo of mystery, will
gad about the streets, take horse
back or auto rides In all aorta of
weather with nothing on her head
but a collection of store hair; while
that same maiden or matron will
attend church wearing a hat so large
that a full grown man has to stand
on the back of the bench to see the
preacher. Neither can I expilan why
she will appear on the street with
her sleeves rolled above her elbows
as if she had Just heen washing dishes and forgot to roll them down,
while the same day she will attend
a pink tea, nobody present but wo
men, with gloves on as long as a
parasol handle.
In the good old days
mother
made cherry preserves, quince preserves, plum butter, apple butter,
peach marmarlade, blackberry jam,
raspberry jam, nine kinds of jelly and
several varieties of sweet pickles,
sour pickles and catsup. Nowadays a
loving wife hurries home from the
whist club and sets before her hung
gry husband an attractive layout
of baker's bread, canned salmon, a factory made pie and some
sliced bananas or dried prunes.

Ho-ga-
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And Big Street Fair
Auspices of Las Vegas Band

g

1 MAY

to MAY 6 1
The Great High Dive; Monster 3
Balloon Ascension Every Day
2
Ferris Wheel;
3
Vaudeville and Moving Pictures
3
A Week of Fun; Come and
3
Bring the Children
3
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Merry-Go-Roun- d;
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Noise But the Wind

.

ARREST TRAMPS FOR
ENTERING BOX CAR
TWO

Summer

)

E

7A

id A

SUSPECTS

TAKEN

OVERLAND MODEL 51

INTO

WITH FORE

DOORS

CUSTODY

AT, RATON BY
SPECIAL OFFICER

"The Hill Climber," the Car That Does Things

Raton, N. M., May 5. Four transients were taken into custody Wednesday" evening and yesterday morning by the city police department, two
wanted for stealing an overcoat from
another Individual and two for riding the blind baggage of No. 8. The
two caught yesterday are also thought
to be the two individuals wanted by
the Santa' Fe officer at Wagon Mound
for breaking the seal of a Santa Fo
merchandise car and appropriating
merchandise to their own use.
The
description received by the Santa Pe
officers here fits Identically the two
tramps now languishing In the city
ba stile.

J. E. ROGERS, Agent.'

Dorift Borrow Your
Neighbor's Paper,
Subscribe Today for
H6e Optic and Have
One of Your Own
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Hanging

First class work
and best
terials is my

motto,cheerful'
ly given.

H. T. Davis
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FULL ASSOCIATED PRESS REPORT
With this news service, the best that money
can buy, The Optic has done what few dailies
in small cities in the country have ever attempted. It costs big money, but we have confidence in Las Vegas and its future and are
We hope that inwilling to take a chance.
creased circulation and increased business will

Every public spirited
justify our plunge.
citizen in this city and every resident of Northeastern New Mexico should be a subscriber to

The DAILY OPTIC
It costs but fifteen cents a week to have the
paper delivered to your door every evening
except Sunday. By mail THE DAILY OPTIC

is $6.00 a year

SEM

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

TODAY

AND GET

IN THE GAME

,

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, FRIDAY, MAY $,

Choice Onion Sets

LOCAL NEWS

IN FRUITS

Always st, Ui
barber stop, l ., .

We have Klondike

Strawberries, Loquats or Japanese
Plums, Jumbo Bananas, California Navel Oranges,
Northwestern White Winter Permain
Apples and everything the
market affords in

best At Nolette's

A

eold over the bar at
Long's Buffet.
OUl Crow

Lunch every morning at 10 o'clock

at Long

tyu

fresh lot just in, the nicest we
ever offered ioc a quart

L;U D AVI G

Buffet.

:wvn .

PHON

The Glee club will meet promptly at
o'clock tomorrow morning.
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Of Children's Suits at Greenberger's
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Green and Fresh Vegetables
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FOR YOU SEE WE HAVE- -

Choice Colorado Sprinjr Wheat
Choice Durham Seed Wheat
Choice Ghurson White Oats
Choice Millet Seed

terday to the Santa hospital. His
ness is not believed to be serious.

FREE!
We give absolutely free one

NEW STYLE ASBESTOS
BREAD TOASTER with each
sack of OUR PRIDE FLOUR

Las Vegas Roller Mills!
Phone Main

New millinery just received at Miss
Evidently a large crowd will attend
Coleman's, next to Wells Fargo Co. the entertainment
to be given on the
course
Santa
tomorrow
Fe
evening by
The condition of Charles F. Rud
Clitherio
the
YesConcert
company.
ulph, who recently underwent a seri
ous surgical operation, is said to Ve terday morning the ticket board was
Before
opened at the Y. M. C. A.
' critical.
night every ticket had been claimed
by some railroad man or member of
Buy your Decoration Flowers direct
his family. The new system under
from the grower. Write for prices to
which the use of the telephone in
Armacost, the Florist, Ocean Park,
sets Is barred, was placed
reserving
California.
in use and worked to the general satRoast lamb and dressing White isfaction of everybody. As a good
many railroad men did not get tickets
Meals 25 cents.
Kitchen, tonight.
the Santa Fe people who were niore
A marriage license was granted this fortunate are requested to give any
tickets they will not use to railroad
morning at the court house to Maria
bus Baca, aged 31, of Las Vegas, and employes to the exclusion of their
Evaristo Lucero, aged 56, of Santa Fa. friends at this particular concert.
H. H. Rogers, stenographer In the
office of Santa Fe Superintendent F.
L. Myers, is ill. He was removed yes
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ESTABLISHED 1870

The

First National Bank
of

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As't Cashier
jdeneral Banking Business transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.
Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.
A

ill-

There will be a special meeting of
Ramsford Chapter No. 2 0. E. S..
this evening. Conferring degrees. All
members urgently requested to he
present. Visiting members cordially
Invited. By order of the Wprthy War
den.

The Las Vegas patrol of the Boy
Scouts of America will enjoy an outing tomorrow. Under the direction of
Scoutmaster George Fitzslmmons they
will leave the Y. M. C. A. building
in the morning at 9:30 o'clock. The
boys are asked to bring a light lunch
with them. Some of the scouts tomorrow will attempt to pass the
examination for second class scouts.
Several boys already have passed the
first examinations and are ready to
get out of the tendertfoo class. Scoutmaster Fltzsimmons is planning to
take the boys on a big hike to Santa
Fe and the Cliff Dwellings near
soon after the close of school.

FEDERAL

COURT TO
1--

COMING TERM OF UNITED 8TATE3
TRIBUNAL HAS FEW CASES
TO TRY

Requires a skillful process To take a garment
and clean it without shrinking or spoiling the shape
requires experience. We have been in the business
for a number of years and have the experience.

The Kareful Klothing Kleaning Ko.
Phone Vegas 450

614 Lincoln Avenue

necessary to disinfect
IT is jusl ashouse
as well as

and clean your!

your own house if j
JTchicken
you expect your chickens to be healthy and lay
eggs. We have Pratt's Poultry Regulator; pre.
vents Cholera and is a Great Egg Producer. Also
have Hygeno the Great Disinfectant for chicken
houses. Keeps them absolutely free of Bugs of

'

all kinds.

;Graaf &
!

1

i-

Co. Store
Hayward
'
-

;

All goods marked in
plain figures

county court house, will be
a particularly busy one. There are
not a great many criminal cases .o
be' tried, although the grand Jury is
expected to be kept busy investigating
a number of cases.
The case of Karl Eklund of Clayton, who Is charged with conspiracy,
likely will te tried at this term. With
George Snell, Eklund is charged with
Irregularities in regard to the taking
over of government land. Eklund
was ill and unable to appear at the
last term of the court. Snell, however, was tried and found guilty,, He
was fined $1,000.
On the civil docket the case of tho
United States against Mack HIghfill,
a suit to cancel certain patents, has
been set for trial Tuesday, May 9. On
the criminal side some cases against
postal officials indicted at previous
sessions of the grand jury may be
brought up.
Miguel

Parsnips
Carrots
Rhubarb

Fruits

Las Vegas Steam Laundry

learning to
bank and

Phone Main 81.

(Electric
The Electric Way
is) the 'only way to make delicious, crisp toast. Set the

toaster on the table, take the
toast of f as you like it

EXCLUSIVE

Tangerines

Strawberries
(For Saturday)

It's all right, in a way to talk aboat
our ancestors. They are dead, and
can't get back at us.

II

STEARNS

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Served from barrels on the bar.

GROCER.

7

'

PANSY PLANTS

-

with every $1.00
cash purchase

A

Carnival
Ticket

Per:ry Onion & Son
Cri mm
.

Phone Main

462,

1911

OF

PRINCESSf

I

Roller Bearing Wheels
Lloyd's Famous Auto Sash
Wheel Fenders
Lloyd's Patent Brake
Automatically Collapsible
Top
Lowest in Price

C JOIINSEN

This 1911 Princess
complete with storm

V

'

Go-Ca- rt

curtains

Only $9.00

RETAIL PRICE- S2.000 lbs. or More, Each Delivery
1,000 lbs. to 2,000 lbs., Each
Delivery
200 lb, to 1,000 lb.., Each
Delivery
50 lbs. to 200 lbs., Each
Delivery
Less Than 50 lbs., Each Delivery

20c per
25c per
30c per
40c per
50c per

100 lbs.
100 lbs

100 lbs!
100 lbs.
100 lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Veeas
i ttiuwus wince ui uougias Avenue.

CO 'AiLu'A tJ D W O O D
BOUCHER'S
(The Coffee Man.)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
AndiaiM f dj, y'silisStgafciai-feaWe-d
Foot of Main

Ranch Phone 276.
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Wood and KinftSg1,1'
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Screened and Lump Raton Cerrlllos

$e$t

Just lots and lots of them
ger
for
35c per Dozen, 3 Dozen
$1.00 ?

:

GO-CAR-

J.

FREE

The literary genius seldom makes as
much money from his pen as the man
who raises hogs does from his.

Grape Fruit

THE

FEATURES

Local Agents for 1911 .

Bananas, Oranges

--

Cas Degas Eight
$ Power

& SON

Firch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

.

"A Square Deal"

Vegetables

Spinach

far

--

GREENBERGER

Curtains

a theorist 1
my son, is

OFF

1-- 3

Lace

Tommy Pop, what Is
Tommy's PopA theorist,
a man who thinks he is
swim by sitting on the
watching a frog.

OFF

5

All our "Extragood"
Children's Straight Pant
Suits at

It Is not expected that the May term
of the United States court for the
Fourth Judicial district wfhich will be
opened Monday morning in the San

Tonight in the armory will be held
the Knights of Columbus' big May
dance. The hall has been decorated
prettily for the event and the best ol
The Greater Las Vegas band's big
music has been engaged. During the
evening an elaborate luncheon will street carnival Is continuing to be the
center of attraction.. An immense
be served.
Tony Faust draught beer is on tap
crowd was on the grounds last night. at
the Opera Bar, and is one of the
The regular monthly business meet The carnival does not seem to lose Its finest
draught beers served over any
ing of the E. Romero Hose and Fire power to attract. The carnival peo- bar in the city.
state
that the show is doing a
department, will be held tonight in the ple
company's station house on Bridge much larger business here than m
street. After the business has been Santa Fe. Tomorrow morning Eddie
transacted a social session with re Bartell wijl make his last balloon ascension of the week. Some new stunts
freshments will be enjoyed.
will be put on tonight and the crowd
Miss Beulah Tillman is still lead is assured of good entertainment.
ing the contest for election as queen
of the carnival.
The result of the
Harper Harmon, pitcher of the Railvote at 3 o'clock this afternoon was: roaders, who is employed as a maBeulah Tillman, 2,678; Pita Sena, chinist in the Santa Fe shops, suffer
2,400; Elsie Melgard, 2,126; Gertrude ed a severe injury to one of his fin
Our department
for caring
Hayward 1,401. The contest will gers while at his work. The end of
for these articles embraces the
so
close tomorrow evening at 10 o'clock. the finger was
badly mashed that
most careful attention to details
The ballot boxes will be on the car it was feared it would be necessary to
of
handling.
nival grounds tomorrow evening and amputate it. Recently Harmon broke
voting will continue until the hour one of his fingers In a game of baseIn the cleaning process we
of closing. The votes will be counted in ball. Harmon is a good pitcher and
use only softened and filtered
plain view of the crowd by a commit the fans regret to learn of the hard
luck which has overtaken him this
tee of impartial judges.
wa ter, which means a whiteness
season.
and cleanliness only produced
by the use of soft water and a
Rev. J. W. Rose has returned to the
necessary saving to the delicity from a three weeks' trip throughout the eastern part of the territory
cate net in the washing process
in the interest of the New Mexico
New Potatoes
Christian Endeavor Union, of which
Summer Squash
We have every appliance
organization he is the president.
Fresh Tomatoes
necessary coupled with the
While away he held meetings at RaCucumbers
"know how" to produce satisfacRadishes
ton, Clayton, Nara Visa, Tucumearl,
tory results.
Onions
Roy and other places.

Asparagus
Parsley

te

HOLD BRIEF SESSION

Lettuce

DRY CLEANING

We will offer for sale,
all our new,
"Extragood" Children's
Knickerbocker Suits, at
up-to-da-

Ji

CALL ON US

FREE!

Lawn Mowers Sharpened by New, Process

Roast lamb and 'dressing White
Meals 25 cents.
Kitchen, tonight.
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